
Innovative mat systems and level-access shower systems in Bologna

Dural presents its innovations at Cersaie 2018

At the Cersaie Trade Fair, running from 24 to 29 September in the Italian city of Bologna, Dural will 
present its latest products and systems. The focus of this year’s trade exhibit will include new mat 
systems for sealing, decoupling and substrate stabilisation as well as modern channel systems for 
level-access showers. Visitors will be able to fi nd the Westerwald manufacturer at Booth B37 in 
Hall 31.

On 24 September, the Cersaie trade fair will open its doors for the 36th time. During fi ve days, 
manufacturers from all over the world will present their new products. Dural will once again be 
represented at this important trade fair – yet not in the exterior area as was the case in the past 
years, but in Hall 31 at Booth B37. There, the profi le manufacturer will be presenting, among 
other things, new mat systems for tile and natural stone, as well as shower channels which will 
expand the current level-access shower system product range. 

This includes the new Durabase ET-S sealing system. It has been certifi ed in accordance with the 
strict requirements of the European technical approval ETAG-022-2 and can therefore be used in 
public projects throughout Europe as well. The system includes all the required components such 
as sealing tape, brackets and polymer adhesive. 

For substrate stabilisation and decoupling, Dural will be showing its new Durabase FGT mat 
system at Cersaie. It is made of fi breglass matting and fabric. Thanks to this special design, it 
prevents the transmission of stress from the substrate to the fl oor covering and thus effectively 
prevents the formation of cracks.
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Dural will present further development of its well-known linear shower channel with the
Vario-Line Plus. It has an EPS core, will be available in a variety of lengths and will be supplied 
completely pre-assembled. Installation will therefore be signifi cantly easier. 

The Xfl at line is the successor to the proven Basic-Line product range. Featuring a second draina-
ge level, the fl oor drainage channel offers drainage in the shower, while retaining an installation 
height of only 55 millimetres. As an ultra-slim channel, it is specifi cally intended for low installati-
on heights and is already pre-assembled for easy handling.

Also new to the product range is the Wall Line. The drain itself presents the novelty here. This 
is because it is not installed on the fl oor as usual, but rather on the wall. The system therefore 
allows for a level shower fl oor which can be tiled without interruption. For easy customisation du-
ring installation in the shower it could be simply shortened to the required length

In addition to these new products for the bathroom and home, interested visitors will also gain 
insight into Dural’s extensive product range. Whether it’s classic tile profi les in a variety of design 
versions or solutions for the kitchen and outdoor areas, the booth will offer a wealth of informati-
on about the products offered by the Westerwald manufacturer.
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